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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this analysis is to update risk-significant human actions contained in the ABWR
(Advanced Boiling Water Reactor) PRA. The selection is limited to non-THERP (Technique for
Human Error Rate Prediction) based operator actions. The analysis presents the selection
process based on quantification of the Updated ABWR (Advanced Boiling Water Reactor)
Revised MOR 1 (model of record) developed in RSC-CALKNX-2010-0501 2, and utilizes the
associated risk achievement worth (RAW) as the metric for selection.

Selected operator actions will be analyzed according to current approaches. Because the plant
has not been built and operated in the United States and because human action data might not
be directly applicable, timing and procedural data does not exist to perform the (HRA)
calculations using the RSC (Reliability & Safety Consulting Engineers) HRA Assessment Tool
by the normal methods. The time available for the actions will be calculated using MAAP and
the procedural steps will be inferred using general HRA knowledge regarding operator actions
and accident sequences. The important operator actions will also be reevaluated by looking at
similar power plants and how they treat similar actions.

The Updated ABWR Revised MOR (Reference 1) containing the updated component failures
and initiating event data was used as a starting point for this analysis. Once all of the updates
from this analysis have been incorporated, the model will be quantified and the effects on total
core damage frequency (CDF) will be determined.

Once the effect of the new probabilities on CDF has been determined the tables referenced in
the design certification document (DCD) Chapter 19D7 Revision 43 will be updated. These
tables were re-created to support the Toshiba Design Control Document Reference Amendment
(DCDRA) submittal to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

2.0 METHODOLOGY FOR THE UPDATE OF THE TOP 5 NON-THERP OPERATOR ACTIONS

The Updated ABWR Revised MOR (Reference 1) is quantified and the basic event importance
is examined. The operator actions are extracted from the basic event importance listing and
ordered according to their RAW values. The non-THERP based operator actions with the five
highest RAW values are analyzed.

There exists no United States experience with regard to the ABWR design and procedures are
currently being developed to support future construction and operation. This complicates the
development of any HRA since plant experience and procedures are two important
considerations when evaluating expected human performance.

To support the evaluation, a mixture of thermal hydraulic analysis and a review of similar plant
PRAs is performed. MAAP is used to evaluate the timeframe of the timing cues that will affect
the operator actions and the time window available for action. Also, similar actions in similar
situations in similar plants are reviewed to determine expectations for human performance as
defined in the available PRA studies. Based on these inputs and engineering judgment, the
operator actions are updated using the methods presented in the RSC HRA Assessment Tool.

The similar designs are also used to determine the reasonableness of the results and is based
on information contained within NUREG/CR-5692 4. In NUREG/CR-5692, six similar Boiling
Water Reactor (BWR) Probabilistic Risk Assessments (PRAs) are examined to determine the
most dominant accident sequences at the different plants. Examining these dominant
sequences provided the basis for determining which sequences may be important at an
undeveloped plant. Similarly, two BWR PRAs are examined in order to find similar operator
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actions to the important actions in the Updated ABWR Revised MOR (Reference 1). These
probabilities are used as a check to see if the calculated probability using the RSC HRA
Assessment Tool is in the approximate range expected for a similar plant.

3.0 ANALYSIS OF TOP 5 NON-THERP OPERATOR ACTIONS

After quantifying the Updated ABWR Revised MOR (Reference 1), the operator actions were
organized by decreasing RAW value to show the importance of the actions by rank. Table 1
shows the importance values for all the operator actions that appear in the cut sets. The table
below gives the name of the operator action, the probability found in the Updated ABWR MOR
(Reference 1), the Fussell-Vesely importance value, the RAW value, and a brief description.

The Fussell-Vesely importance is a value that shows the fraction by which the total CDF would
be reduced if a failure or error could be excluded. The RAW value is the factor by which CDF
increases if a failure or error always occurs. A high RAW value indicates that a change in a the
probability value of an operator action can greatly affect the total CDF, while a RAW value of 1.0
indicates that a change will not affect the total CDF.
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Table 1
Revised MOR Human Actions Ranked By RAW ValueUpdated ABWR

Eve=t Name Event Probability F-V Importance RAW ', "cri t•.o:•',

HFELEBHX 2.00E-5 1.27E-3 6.47E+1 CCF OF WATER LEVEL 8 SENSORS MISCALIBRATED (4 DIV)

RFLO07CF 5.OOE-5 2.80E-4 6.60E+0 SENSOR MISCALIBRATION

RPRO05CF 5.OOE-5 2.80E-4 6.60E+0 SENSOR MISCALIBRATION

COND 1.OOE-1 2.67E-1 3.40E+0 CONDENSATE PUMPS NOT AVAILABLE

HFE008CF 5.OOE-5 1.20E-4 3.40E+0 MISCALIBRATION OF FLOW TRANSMITTERS (CCF)

HPRO07CF 5.OOE-5 1.20E-4 3.40E+0 MISCALIBRATION OF PRESSURE TRANSMITTERS (CCF)

Q_OTHER 5.OOE-2 1.23E-1 3.34E+O FAILURE TO INJECT WITH FEEDWATER (QOther)

HBMAER1 1.00E-2 4.31 E-3 1.43E+0 TEST VALVE E22-FO05B MISPOSITIONED (CLOSED)

LPL 1.00E-2 1.57E-3 1.16E+0 LEVEL AND PRESSURE CONTROL FAILURE

QTIS 4.30E-1 1.01 E-1 1.13E+O FAILURE TO INJECT WITH FEEDWATER (QTIS)

HCMAER1 1.00E-2 1.32E-3 1.13E+0 TEST VALVE E22-FO05C MISPOSITIONED (CLOSED)

HOOBOPHL 1.00E-1 1.44E-2 1.13E+0 OP. FAILS TO ATTEMPT MANUAL INITIATION AFTER 30 MIN.

ROERROR4 1.OOE-1 7.54E-3 1.07E+0 OPERATOR FAILS TO ATTEMPT MANUAL VALVE OPENING

NHR 1.00E-2 2.77E-4 1.03E+0 FAILURE TO RESTORE NORMAL HEAT REMOVAL

CTGMANSW 3.OOE-3 1.93E-5 1.01 E+O CTG MANUAL DISCONNECT SWITCH OPEN

RWCU 1.OOE-1 2.65E-4 1.OOE+0 FAILURE TO ACTUATE RWCU

SLCO01HE 1.OOE-1 2.58E-5 1.OOE+0 OPERATOR FAILS TO INITIATE
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Based on the methodology previously mentioned, the operator actions being evaluated are
COND, QOTHER, LPL, QTIS, and HOOBOPOHL. Two power plants were examined to look
for operator actions similar to the five actions deemed important for this analysis. These two
power plants are both BWRs designed by General Electric (GE) and are similar to the ABWR
design. Table 2 presents the two power plants examined for common operator actions.

Table 2

Examined Plant PRAs

Grand Gulf BWR 6

Clinton6  BWR 6

In some cases, not enough information was available from these PRAs to determine if it
accurately fit the description for the ABWR operator action. If a plant PRA is not mentioned in
Table 3, 4, 5, or 6, then it was determined that a similar enough corresponding action was not
present in that particular PRA for that individual action. In some cases, a best fit scenario was
chosen after determining that the operator action was similar enough to be used as a basis for
comparing the ABWR operator actions calculated probability using the RSC HRA Assessment
Tool.

The actions were examined by first analyzing the description available in RSC 08-067 along with
where the action appeared in the model. Using the knowledge gained from examining the
model and RSC 08-06 (Reference 7), the RSC HRA Assessment Tool was used to calculate the
probability. After learning about the action, a table was created to discover similar operator
actions in the different PRAs. Once acceptable actions were determined, the probabilities were
averaged and examined to determine if the probability calculated using the RSC HRA
Assessment Tool was similar to the probability expected after examining the similar plants. The
detailed assessment of the significant operator actions according to RAW is below.

3.1 COND

The description for COND in Reference 6 is as follows

This action relates to operator control of condensate injection after reactor vessel
depressurization and failure of high-pressure injection systems. To restore the main
condenser for decay heat removal the operator may have to reopen MSIVs (main steam
isolation valves). The probability of failure to recover condensate is 0.1.

Table 3 shows the probability given to the operator actions that most closely represent the
operator failing to initiate condensate injection following a vessel depressurization.

RSC 10-16 4 Printed: 08/06/2010
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Table 3
COND Equivalent

COND CONDENSATE PUMPS NOT AVAILABLE 1.80E-3

Initiating condensate injection following reactor depressurization and a low water level event is a
trained procedural action. A probability of 4.32E-2 was calculated using the RSC HRA
Assessment Tool. The new probability is greater by an order of magnitude than 1.80E-3 found
in Table 3. The probability of 4.32E-2 is therefore considered conservative to the probability
one would expect for a newer plant and is selected as the new probability for the operator action
COND. The calculation 8 is shown in Attachment 1.

3.2 Q_OTHER AND Q_TIS

The description for Q_OTHER in Reference 6 is as follows:

This action relates to control of feedwater injection during a non-isolation event, or
turbine trip. A failure probability of 0.01 has been postulated by the ABWR PRA due to
the 30 minute minimal response time to the plant transients. However due to the routine
control of feedwater injection, the ABWR PRA suggests a conservative failure probability
for initiating the feedwater injection as 0.1. With the conservative estimate that the
feedwater pumps would trip in half of the non-isolation events and would fail to be
restarted in a tenth of the events, the failure probability for controlling feedwater injection
is 0.05.

The description for QTIS in Reference 6 is as follows:

This action addresses the ability of the operator to control feedwater injection during an
isolation event. The ABWR PRA estimates that half of the MSIV closures will trip the
feedwater pumps, closure of the MSIVs will result in 60% of the initiating events and that
the operator will fail to initiate feedwater injection in one tenth of the cases. The ABWR
PRA also assumes that the loss of feedwater will initiate 40% of the isolation events. The
probability of failure to control feedwater injection during an isolation event is calculated
as 0.43.

Table 4 shows the probability given to the operator actions that most closely represent a failure
to initiate feedwater injection

Table 4
Q_Other and QTis Equivalent

- J Toshiba DOD Description Grand Gulf Ctintow Averiage

Q_OTHER and QTIS Failure to Inject with Feedwater 3.30E-3 6.OE-04 1.95E-3

RSC 10-16 5 Printed: 08/06/2010
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Throughout the different PRAs examined, there are several different operator actions that
represent restarting the feedwater pumps. Several events require the restart of feedwater
pumps and in order for this action to accurately portray them all, it is necessary for it to be
conservative. The average of the closest operator actions from the different power plants gave
a probability of 1.95E-3. A probability of 5.07E-3 was calculated using the RSC HRA
Assessment Tool. The new probability is greater than the average of 1.95E-3 found by
averaging the two operator actions found in Table 4. The probability of 5.07E-3 is therefore
considered conservative to the probability one would expect for a newer plant. The calculation
(Reference 8) is documented in Attachment 2.

QOTHER and QTIS are evaluated together because they both involve the operator failing to
restart feedwater injection. In Reference 8 the failure of an operator to restart the feedwater
pumps during an isolation event was evaluated, because it is more conservative than a non-
isolation event. This probability is used to find the value for Q_OTHER and QTIS that will be
placed in the model. In Reference 6 the feedwater pumps are assumed to trip in 50% of the
non-isolation cases. Therefore, the probability for Q_OTHER is the product of 5.00E-1 and
5.07E-3, which gives us a value of 2.54E-3. Reference 6 states that approximately 40% of the
initiating events are due to loss of feedwater. It was also estimated that in 50% of the initiating
events due to closure of the MSIVs (Approximately 60% of the initiating events) the feedwater
pumps would trip. Therefore, the probability for QTIS is 4.02E-1.

3.3 LPL

The description for LPL in Reference 6 is as follows:

This action addresses the operator ability to control water level and pressure during an
anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) event. After a loss of offsite power event,
failure to scram and boron injection by the standby liquid control system (SLCS), the
operator is to initiate an injection system to control the water level in the reactor vessel.
The probability of the operator failing to control water level is 0.01.

Table 5 displays the probability given to the operator actions that most closely represent an
operator failing to initiate low pressure injection.

Table 5
LPL Equivalent

ýErt_ Teshiba.DCD Dec*o •GT'andl- Clinton ' Average

LPL Level and Pressure Control Failure 1.70E-1 5.OOE-2 1.10E-1

The analysis of this operator action has shown that the probability of an operator failing to
control the water level during an ATWS sequence is higher than previously determined. These
two operator actions accurately portray the operator action and the circumstances around it.
The average probability of the two plants is 1.10E-1, but a probability of 1.98E-2 was calculated
using the RSC HRA Assessment Tool. The probability of 1.98E-2 is different than the value
expected after examining the two similar operator actions, but it is approximately double the
Updated ABWR Revised MOR (Reference 1) probability of 1.OOE-2 and is selected as the new
probability for the operator action LPL. Because the ABWR design is not as dependent on
operator actions and the assessed value for LPL is slightly greater than the original value found
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in the Updated ABWR Revised MOR (Reference 1), it is considered conservative. The
calculation is shown in Attachment 3 made from the calculation found in Reference 7.

3.4 HOOBOPHL

The description for HOOBOPHL in Reference 6 is as follows:

This action relates to the success of manually initiating the high pressure core flooder
(HPCF) backup signal when the reactor water reaches Level 1.5. Manually starting the
HPCF pump requires little performance time due to direct control of the hardware for
HPCF-C. The operator should have at least 30 minutes to respond to the plant
transients excluding anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) and large loss of
coolant accident (LOCA) events. The probability of failing to provide the manual backup
signal is 0.1.

Table 6 shows the probability given to the operator actions that most closely represent the
operator failing to initiate high pressure injection due to low water level in the core.

Table 6
HOOBOPHL Equivalent

HOOBOPHL OP. FAILS TO ATTEMPT MANUAL INITIATION AFTER 30 MIN. 1.60E-4

Water level 1.5 is a predetermined marker that is used to inform the operator that reactor water
level has reached unacceptably low levels and that actions must be taken to increase the water
level. A probability of 1.01 E-3 was calculated using the RSC HRA Assessment Tool. The new
probability is greater by an order of magnitude than 1.60E-4 found in Table 3. The probability of
1.01E-3 is therefore considered conservative to the probability one would expect for a newer
plant and is selected as the new probability for the operator action LPL. The calculation is
shown in Attachment 4 made from the calculation found in Reference 7.

Table 7 shows the five operator actions that were analyzed along with their probabilities
assigned in the Toshiba DCDRA MOR and corresponding range factors. According to
Reference 2, a failure probability greater than or equal to 1E-2 results in the assignment of a
range factor of 3. For a probability between 1 E-2 and 1 E-4, a range factor of 5 was used. If the
probability was less than 1 E-4, a range factor of 10 was assigned.
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Table 7
Important Operator Actions Probabilities

COND 4.32E-2 3

Q_OTHER 2.54E-3 5

LPL 1.98E-2 3

Q_TIS 4.02E-1 3

HOOBOPHL 1.01E-3 5

4.0 HRA ADDITIONS TO THE MODEL

Specific gates in the model were recalculated due to the changes performed on the probabilities
of the updated operator actions found in Table 7. This was done to ensure that the initiators
affected by the HRA changes were evaluated correctly. The station blackout (SBO) and
anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) initiators required secondary calculations. In order
to perform the SBO initiator frequency calculation, three different pieces of information are
required: the frequency of a loss of offsite power event for a specific period of time, the
probability that one diesel generator will not recover, and the probability of losing all three trains
of diesel generators and the combustion turbine generator. The SBO initiator frequency is
calculated by multiplying the previously mentioned data together. The ATWS initiator frequency
calculation requires a different method of computation. The ATWS initiator frequency is
computed by multiplying the summation of all initiating events, the probability of failure of the
reactor protection system, and the probability the standby liquid control system (SLCS) fails.
The HRA changes had no impact on the SBO initiator frequency or the ATWS initiator
frequency.

Table 8 documents how the Toshiba ABWR MOR9 has evolved from the updates contained in
this report. Prior to any modification the CDF was 2.11 E-7 per year with quantification of the
ABWR Revised MOR10 . The updated model documented in RSC-CALKNX-2010-0501
(Reference 2) returns a CDF of 1.28E-7 per year. After the HRA changes the CDF is 9.80E-8
per year.
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Table 8
Comparison of CDFs Associated with the Different MOR Iterations

ATWS ATVVS Accident Sequence 2.64E-10 6.27E-10 8.24E-10

BEO Station Blackout (SBO) for I1.62E-8 3.32E-8 3.32E-8
More than 8 Hours

BE2 SBO for 0.5 to 2 Hrs 7.29E-8 3.46E-8 3.46E-8

BE8 SBO from 2 to 8 Hours 2.80E-8 1 .38E-8 I1.38E-8

SO Large Break LOCA 3.69E-9 8.68E-10 8.68E-1 1

$1 Medium Break LOCA 1.19E-8 1.29E-9 1.29E-9

S2 Small Break LOCA 1.68E-9 4.95E-10 2.26E-10

TE2 Loss of Offsite Power 8.12E-9 2.76E-9 1 .70E-9
(LOOP) from 0.5 to 2 Hours

TE8 LOOP from 2 to 8 Hours 2.27E-8 9.19E-9 4.27E-9

TEo LOOP for Over 8 Hours 2.56E-9 2.77E-9 1 .46E-9

TIO Inadvertently Open Relief 9.90E-9 1.61 E-9 3.38E-11

Valve

TIS Isolation/Loss of Feedwater 1.11E-8 2.30E-8 5.72E-9

TM Reactor Shutdown 1.76E-8 9.94E-9 2.90E-10

Frequency

TT Turbine Trip 4.58E-9 4.56E-9 4.44E-10

Total Total CDF 2.11E-7 1.28E-7 9.80E-8

The CDF reduction is 39.3 percent from the total CDF from the quantification of the ABWR
Revised MOR (Reference 10) to the completion the Updated ABWR Revised MOR (Reference
1). The total CDF reduction between the completion of the generic and initiating event data
update documented in RSC-CALKNX-2010-0501 (Reference 2) to the finalization of this
calculation is 23.4 percent. Table 9 is an update of Table 1 following quantification of the
Toshiba ABWR MOR (Reference 9) which contains the updated operator action probabilities.
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Table 9
Updated ABWR Revised MOR Human Actions Ranked By RAW Value

n: p b, FumIII-Vese ,y RAW ., .. , r

HFELEBHX 2.00E-05 7.18E-04 3.69E+1 CCF OF WATER LEVEL 8 SENSORS MISCALIBRATED (4 DIV)

RFLO07CF 5.00E-05 3.66E-04 8.32E+0 SENSOR MISCALIBRATION

RPRO05CF 5.OOE-05 3.66E-04 8.32E+0 SENSOR MISCALIBRATION

COND 4.32E-02 1.05E-01 3.32E+0 CONDENSATE PUMPS NOT AVAILABLE

Q_OTHER 2.54E-03 4.28E-03 2.68E+0 FAILURE TO INJECT WITH FEEDWATER (QOther)

HFE008CF 5.OOE-05 4.70E-05 1.94E+0 MISCALIBRATION OF FLOW TRANSMITTERS (CCF)

HPRO07CF 5.OOE-05 4.70E-05 1.94E+0 MISCALIBRATION OF PRESSURE TRANSMITTERS (CCF)

HBMAER1 1.00E-02 3.37E-03 1.33E+0 TEST VALVE E22-FO05B MISPOSITIONED (CLOSED)

LPL 1.98E-02 4.06E-03 1.20E+0 LEVEL AND PRESSURE CONTROL FAILURE

ROERROR4 1.OOE-01 9.76E-03 1.09E+0 OPERATOR FAILS TO ATTEMPT MANUAL VALVE OPENING

QTIS 4.02E-01 5.72E-02 1.09E+0 FAILURE TO INJECT WITH FEEDWATER (QTIS)

HCMAER1 1.00E-02 5.34E-04 1.05E+0 TEST VALVE E22-FO05C MISPOSITIONED (CLOSED)

NHR 1.00E-02 2.00E-04 1.02E+0 FAILURE TO RESTORE NORMAL HEAT REMOVAL

RWCU 1.00E-01 2.00E-04 1.OOE+0 FAILURE TO ACTUATE RWCU

SLCO01HE 1.00E-01 3.37E-05 1.OOE+0 OPERATOR FAILS TO INITIATE
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One change in the rank order of the human actions is that HOOBOPOHL is now absent from
the listing. The revised value results in all prior cut set contributions to be truncated due to
frequency. The RAW values of COND, Q_OTHER and QTIS all decreased slightly because of
the updated probabilities, the removal of HOOBOPOHL from the importance values, and the
update to probability for LPL. The only updated operator action that was reevaluated as having
a higher probability of failure (LPL) has a correspondingly higher RAW value. Its value
increased from 1.16 to 1.20.

5.0 UPDATE OF TABLES IN THE DCD CHAPTER 19D7

With the update of the MOR and the update of the five operator actions mentioned previously,
the tables in the DCD Chapter 19D7 (Reference 3) are no longer accurate. This section is not a
complete rewrite of DCD Chapter 19D7 (Reference 3), but is a bridge document updating the
tables for the Toshiba DCDRA submittal.

5.1 UPDATE OF TABLE 19D.7-1

Table 10 is the updated Table 19D.7-1 in the DCD Chapter 19D7 (Reference 3) showing all of
the operator actions present in the model and information pertaining to them. Table 10 gives
the operator action designation, a description of the action, the associated failure probability, the
fault trees that the action appears in, and a reference for the derivation of the actions probability.
Note that the only changes in this table from the one present in the DCD Chapter 19D7
(Reference 3) are the probabilities for the operator actions COND, Q_OTHER, QTIS, LPL, and
HOOBOPOHL and the basis behind their probabilities.
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Table 10
Human Actions Modeled in the ABWR Level I PRA (Equivalent to DCD Table 19D.7-1)

HOOBOPHL Failure to manually initiate HPCF 1.01E-3 HPCF See Section 3.4

Q_Other Failure to inject with feedwater 2.54E-3 EVENT TREES See Section 3.2

Q_TIS Failure to inject with feedwater (TIS) 4.02E-1 EVENT TREES See Section 3.2

COND Failure to inject with condensate 4.32E-2 EVENT TREES See Section 3.1

HBMAER1 Valve E22-F005B closed (NOFC) 1.OOE-2 HPCF SLCS Reference 3

LPL Oper. fails to control W.L. in an ATWS 1.98E-2 EVENT TREE See Section 3.3

ROERROR4 Oper. fails to attempt manual vlv. op. 1.00E-1 RCIC GESSAR
[Backup for RCIC disch. vlv. (F013)]

CTGMANSW CTG manual disconnect switch [left] 3.OOE-3 RBCW NUREG/CR-1278
open (Following maintenance on gas
turbine gen.)

RPR005CF Sensor miscalibration 5.00E-5 RCIC NEDE-22056, p. 85

RFLO07CF Sensor miscalibration 5.OOE-5 RCIC NEDE-22056, p. 85

HFELEBHX Water level 8 sensors miscal. (4 div.) 2.0OE-5 RCIC HPCF NEDE-22056, p. 85

RHRSPER Oper. fails to manually initiate [SP 1.00E-6 RHR GESSAR, p. 15D.3-465/1
cooling initiation (within 20 hours)]

CALN002AA Miscalibration of loop A flow 5.00E-5 RHR NEDE-22056, p. 85
Transmitters FT008A
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Table 10 (continued)
Human Actions Modeled in the ABWR Level 1 PRA (Equivalent to DCD Table 19D.7-1)

Name Description Failure ProbabiltY !Fa

,y u lt ,, " r . . .

CALN002AB Miscalibration of loop B flow 5.00E-5 RHR NEDE-22056, p. 85
Transmitters FT008C

CALN002AC Miscalibration of loop C flow 5.00E-5 RHR NEDE-22056, p. 85
Transmitters FT008C

RHRCFER Oper. fails to manually initiate (Backup 1.00E-1 RHR NEDC-30936, Appendix H
for RHR core flood A/B/C)

HCMAER1 Valve E22-F005C mispositioned 1.OOE-2 HPCF GESSAR

(NOFC)

ROERROR3 Oper. fails to manually open valve 1.00E-2 RCIC GESSAR

ADSMAN Failure of the ADS to manually init. 2.00E-3 ADS GESSAR
(backup)

ROOIOPHL Oper. fails to initiate within 30 min. 1.00E-1 RCIC GESSAR
(Backup for RCIC initiation)

NHR Failure to restore normal heat removal 1.OOE-2 EVENT TREES GESSAR

RWCU FAILURE TO ACTUATE RWCU 1.OOE-1 EVENT TREES NEDC-30936, Appendix H

RSTTCOPF Operator fails to reset trip circuit (RCIC 1.00E-2 RCIC NUREG/CR-1278, p. 20-17
internal trips)

SLCOOOSA Boron concentration sampling failure 2.OOE-5 SLCS NEDC-30936, Appendix H

SLCO01 HE Operator fails to initiate SLC 1 .OOE-1 SLCS NEDC-30936, Appendix H
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Table 10 (continued)
Human Actions Modeled in the ABWR Level 1 PRA (Equivalent to DCD Table 19D.7-1)

Name Description Failure Prdbability ". it .re

SLCO02HE Operator fails to initiate SLC tank 2.OOE-3 SLCS NEDC-30936, Appendix H
heater

WOPERR Oper. fails to perform indicated action 1.OOE-2 RBCW NUREG/CR-1278, p. 20-17

(Backup to RBCW initiation)

HUEROR5 Oper. fails to transfer from CST to SP 1.OOE-2 HPCF GESSAR

ASECSNA Operator fails to backup N2 initiation 1.OOE-1 ADS NEDC-30936, Appendix H

CMAN Operator fails to backup ARI initiation 1.OOE-1 ARI NEDC-30936, Appendix H

Electrical

EHU69C Operator fails to transfer power 1.OOE-3 Elec. GESSAR

EHUB1 Operator fails to bypass 1.OOE-3 Elec. GESSAR

EHUB2 Operator fails to bypass 1 .OOE-3 Elec. GESSAR

EHUB3 Operator fails to bypass 1.00E-3 Elec. GESSAR

EHUB4 Operator fails to bypass 1.OOE-3 Elec. GESSAR

EHUS1AD Oper. fails to xfer stdby charger to Div. 1.OOE-3 Elec. GESSAR

EHUS1BD Oper. fails to xfer stdby charger to Div. 1.00E-3 Elec. GESSAR
II
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Table 10 (continued)
Human Actions Modeled in the ABWR Level 1 PRA (Equivalent to DCD Table 19D.7-1)

Name Description Failure Probability Fault Tree Basis

EHUS1CD Oper. fails to xfer stdby charger to Div. 1.OOE-3 Elec. GESSAR
III

EHUS1DD Oper. fails to xfer stdby charger to Div. 1.OOE-3 Elec. GESSAR
IV

Miscalibrations

HFE008CF Miscal. of flow xmtrs 5.OOE-5 HPCF NEDE-22056, p. 85

HPRO07CF Miscal. of pressure xmtrs 5.OOE-5 HPCF NEDE-22056, p. 85

AHPT006 Miscal. of pressure xmtrs 2.00E-5 ADS NEDE-22056, p. 85

RFE635HX Miscal. of CST level sensors 2.OOE-5 RCIC NEDE-22056, p. 85

REOSSMSC Elec. overspeed sensor miscal 5.OOE-5 RCIC NEDE-22056, p. 85

RPR309MC High turbine exh. press. xmtr. miscal 5.OOE-5 RCIC NEDE-22056, p. 85

RMOSSMSC Mech. overspeed sensor miscal 5.OOE-5 RCIC NEDE-22056, p. 85

RPR303MC Low suction press. xmtr. miscal 5.OOE-5 RCIC NEDE-22056, p. 85

Valve Mispositions

ROERROR5 Valve F009 inadvertently left open 1.OOE-2 RCIC GESSAR

HBMAER2 Test valve E22-FO09B inadvert. left 1.OOE-2 HPCF GESSAR
open
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Table 10 (continued)
Human Actions Modeled in the ABWR Level 1 PRA (Equivalent to DCD Table 19D.7-1)

:Nae Description Fai

HCMAER2 Test valve E22-FO09C inadvert. left 1.OOE-2 HPCF GESSAR
open

C001AMOV Manual override fails initiation signal 1.80E-4 RHR GESSAR

C001 BMOV Manual override fails initiation signal 1.80E-4 RHR GESSAR

COO1CMOV Manual override fails initiation signal 1.80E-4 RHR GESSAR
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5.2 UPDATE OF TABLE 19D.7-2

Table 11 is the updated Table 19D.7-2 in the DCD (Reference 3). The operator actions used in
the ABWR PRA containment event trees (CETs) are listed in Table 11. Further analysis of
these CETs can be found in the Supplemental DCDRA Chapter 19D Documentation Section
511.
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Table 11
Human Actions Modeled in the ABWR PRA Containment Event Trees (Equivalent to DCD Table 19D.7-2)

,T I, I SAP7

Namre Descrliptio of Operator InvlIvemen~ft Probaility Tre Te A~

Op
2

ARV Operator fails to recover high pressure injection 0.95 IA 19D.5-4 1 hr

systems.

lilA 19D.5-11 1 hr

Operator fails to initiate firewater system 0.01 IB-2 19D.5-7 > 8 hrs

0.1 ID 19D.5-9 1 hr

IIID 19D.5-13 1 hr

LDWI Operator fails to initiate firewater system if needed 0.01 IA 19D.5-4 5 hrs

lB-1 19D.5-6 5 hrs

ID 19D.5-9 > 8 hrs

IliA 19D.5-11 5 hrs

IIID 19D.5-13 > 8 hrs

0.05 IB-2 19D.5-7 5 hrs

HTF Operator fails to initiate drywell spray 0.001 IA 190.5-4 5 hrs

lilA 19D.5-11 5 hrs
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Table 11 (continued)
Human Actions Modeled in the ABWR PRA Containment Event Trees (Equivalent to DCD Table 19D.7-2)
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Table 11 (continued)
Human Actions Modeled in the ABWR PRA Containment Event Trees (Equivalent to DCD Table 19D.7-2)

0n ~~ofi 00o o rtor fn~wlvmt

Notes:
1. Most HEPs are conservative, judgment values based on the available times shown in the table.
2. For the majority of cases, reactor depressurization is considered in the Level 1 analysis. See Supplemental DCDRA Chapter 19D
Documentation (Reference 11) for a discussion of operator involvement in this mode.
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5.3 UPDATE OF TABLE 19D.7-3

Table 12 below is Table 19D.7-3 of DCD Chapter 19D7 (Reference 3) and was not changed.
This table was not changed because the operator actions presented here were treated
deterministically and it was determined they occur late enough in their accident sequences that
there was no reason to say they would not occur. This analysis has not been changed.

Table 12
Operator Actions Treated Deterministically in the ABWR Level 2 PRA

(Equivalent to DCD Table 19D.7-3)

Reason for Assumption

1. RPV W.L. lowered below the shutdown
cooling nozzle and RPV depressurized
following a break of an CUW line with
failure of isolation valves to close.

2. Firewater injection stopped if
suppression pool W.L. reaches the
same elevation as the bottom of the
RPV, unless firewater were the only
means of RPV injection and the RPV
was still intact.

3. Water supply to the RCIC is switched
back to the CST if a high suppression
pool temperature alarm occurs.

4. If, at any time, the shutoff head of the
firewater system were exceeded,
injection would be accomplished by use
of a fire pumper truck.

5. Suppression pool W.L. will be
maintained above the horizontal vents.

Reason for Assumption

Procedures will instruct the operator to
maintain the W.L. between TAF and 1.524
m (5 feet) above TAF for these conditions
(Subsection 19.9.1).

Suppression pool W.L. would be steadily
increasing so that the operator would have
significant advanced indication that action
would be required. This situation would
only occur about 16 hours into the accident
and at least 12 hours after initiation of
firewater. Procedures are needed to
provide operator guidance for this
situation.

Suppression pool temperature would be
rising slowly and steadily providing the
operator with advanced indication that
action would be needed. This situation
would only occur at least 4.5 hours into the
accident.

Vessel pressure would be slowly and
steadily increasing, thus providing the
operator with advanced indication of
needed action. This situation would occur
no sooner than 15 hours into the accident.

The EPGs instruct the operator to maintain
the suppression pool W.L. at a level which
is above the horizontal vents. Several
sources are available to supply makeup
water including the AC-independent Water
Addition System. Operator action will be
required no sooner than 24 hours following
accident initiation. The operator will have
adequate indication that W.L. is
decreasing.
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5.4 UPDATE OF TABLE 19D.7-4

Table 13 is the updated Table 19D.7-4 in the DCD (Reference 3). The human actions in the
ABWR seismic analysis are listed in Table 19D.7-4. They are present in the seismic event
trees, but not in the seismic fault trees. According to the DCD Chapter 19D7 (Reference 3) the
values for V2 and LPL in the seismic analysis are the same as the values for the internal model
actions COND and LPL respectively and are the only updates to table below from the original
table.
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Table 13
Human Actions Modeled in the ABWR Seismic Margins Analysis (Equivalent to DCD Table 19D.7-4)

Name ,!:' :' ) Description Probabil!ty' ." .' ' , . .. .

FA Oper. fails to initiate firewater injection 1.OOE-3 191-1 Judgment
(RCIC operates for 8 hours)

FA Oper. fails to initiate firewater injection 1.OOE-1 191-1 NUREG/CR- 4772, Figure
(RCIC fails to operate for 8 hours) 7-1

V2 Oper. fails to inject with condensate 4.32E-2 191-2 See Section 3.1

LPL Oper. fails to control W.L. in an ATWS 1.98E-2 191-3 See Section 3.3

W3 - RHR [The following material was deleted from the seismic margins analysis since the added containment vent is not subject
to seismic failure.]

"W3 Oper. fails to align RHR 1E-6 191-2 GESSAR II, p. 15D.3-
465/1

For sequences with successful RPV injection, decay heat must be removed. Without normal AC power, normal heat removal with
the main condenser is not possible. The RHR system operates on emergency power, and may survive the earthquake in operable
condition. The operator has a long time-20 hours-to align the RHR valves for shutdown or suppression pool cooling. This same
action was modeled in the internal events analysis as RHRSPER, with a HEP (Human Error Probabilities) value of 1E-6 (taken
from GESSAR II, p. 15D.3-465/1). The same value was used in the seismic analysis.

In the HRA sensitivity analysis, RHRSPER did not show up as a very important event. In the seismic analysis, W3 is more
important due to the inability to use the main condenser. However, since there is a long time available to perform this action, and
since RHR alignment is an action with which the operator should be well trained and familiar, there should be no need for special
provisions related to earthquake.
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5.5 UPDATE OF TABLE 19D.7-5, 19D.7-6, AND 19D.7-7

Tables 14 and 15 are the updated tables 19D.7-5 and 19D.7-6, respectively, in the DCD
(Reference 3). The human operator errors found in the top 300 cutsets, 99.76% of total CDF,
are identified and ranked according to Fussell-Vesely Importance (F.V.) in the table 14 below.
The table gives the actions rank, the operator actions identifier, and a brief description of the
HEP. Column four gives the probability assigned to the action. The fifth column is the error
factor and the sixth and seventh columns are importance measures. The 15 operator actions in
table 14 are the only operator actions that appear in the cutsets. None of the actions listed in
table 15 appeared in the cutsets; therefore, they do not have any importance values in the sixth
and seventh columns.

The following sensitivity studies were performed to match sensitivity studies present within the
DCD Chapter 19D7 (Reference 3) prior to the modeling changes. All the actions below number
6 in table 14 contribute much less than .5%, individually, to the total CDF. All of the operator
actions were doubled (simultaneously), followed by requantification of the Toshiba ABWR MOR
(Reference 9). The resulting CDF was 13.3% higher than the base CDF. This proves that the
CDF is slightly sensitive to one or more of the operator actions.

Another sensitivity run was made by increasing the probabilities of the 15 operator actions found
in table 14 individually by a factor of 4. These results are shown in table 15, which is the
updated to Table 19D.7-7 in the DCD (Reference 3). The top 5 items each resulted in increases
in CDF greater than 1%. The 6th and lower-ranked items each resulted in increases of less than
1/2%, which is considered to be individually insignificant.

Another analysis was made, in which the failure probabilities of the 10 items below #5 were
increased simultaneously by a factor of 4. The result was a 1.12% increase in total core
damage frequency, providing a further indication of the relative insensitivity of CDF to variability
of the failure probability of these 10 items.
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Table 14
Human Actions in the Top 300 Cut Sets (Equivalent to DCD Table 19D.7-5)

Rank mDesc'Ption ...

1 COND Condensate pumps not available 4.32E-2 3 10.46 3.32

2 QTIS Failure to inject with feedwater (QTIS) 4.02E-1 3 5.72 1.09

3 ROERROR4 Operator fails to attempt manual valve opening 1.OOE-1 5 0.98 1.09

4 QOTHER Failure to inject with feedwater (QOTHER) 2.54E-3 5 0.43 2.68

5 LPL Level and pressure control failure 1.98E-2 3 0.41 1.20

6 HBMAER1 Test valve E22-FO05B mispositioned (Closed) 1.OOE-2 5 0.34 1.33

7 HFELEBHX CCF of water level 8 sensors miscalibrated (4 div) 2.OOE-5 10 0.07 36.9

8 HCMAER1 Test valve E22-FO05C mispositioned (Closed) 1.OOE-2 5 0.05 1.05

9 RFLO07CF Sensor miscalibration 5.OOE-5 10 0.04 8.32

10 RPRO05CF Sensor miscalibration 5.OOE-5 10 0.04 8.32

11 NHR Failure to restore normal heat removaL 1.OOE-2 15 0.02 1.02

12 RWCU Failure to actuate RWCU 1.OOE-1 5 0.02 1.00

13 HFE008CF Miscalibration of flow transmitters (CCF) 5.OOE-5 10 <.01 1.94

14 HPRO07CF Miscalibration of pressure transmitters (CCF) 5.OOE-5 10 <.01 1.94

15 SLCO01HE Operator fails to initiate 1.OOE-1 10 <.01 1.00
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Table 14 (continued)
Human Actions in the Top 300 Cut Sets (Equivalent to DCD Table 19D.7-5)

*-r- *I,

Description ýý -.,
' ', ,• "' i , ' ' • ';;, •o b ib l', : :; I ,, . , - ,r . • ' 'il•"• ! : '':"y: :•; '' • "! ' i '•;

, ' ' " • , , ,)

HOOBOPHL Failure to manually initiate HPCF 1.01E-3 5 * *

CTGMANSW CTG manual disconnect switch [left] open (Following 3.00E-3 3
maintenance on gas turbine gen.)

RHRSPER Oper. fails to manually initiate [SP cooling initiation 1.00E-6 10 * *

(within 20 hours)]

CALN002AA Miscalibration of loop A flow transmitters FT008A 5.OOE-5 10 * *

CALN002AB Miscalibration of loop B flow transmitters FT008B 5.OOE-5 10 * *

CALN002AC Miscalibration of loop C flow transmitters FT008C 5.00E-5 10 * *

RHRCFER Oper. fails to manually initiate (Backup for RHR core 1.OOE-1 5 * *

flood A/B/C)

ROERROR3 Oper. fails to manually open valve 1.00E-2 5 * *

ADSMAN Failure of the ADS to manually init. (backup) 2.OOE-3 5 * *

ROOIOPHL Oper. fails to initiate within 30 min. (Backup for RCIC 1.OOE-1 5 * *

initiation)

RSTTCOPF Operator fails to reset trip circuit (RCIC internal trips) 1.OOE-2 5 * *

SLCOOOSA Boron concentration sampling failure 2.OOE-5 10 * *

SLCO02HE Operator fails to initiate SLC tank heater 2.OOE-3 5 * *
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Table 15
Human Actions Below the Top 300 Cut Sets (Equivalent to DCD Table 19D.7-6)

N....e D es:riton , I , I , , ,: , ,:. , : :Pro~abiltyKY 1! rN 1/) R A W.
WOPERR Oper. fails to perform indicated action (Backup to RBCW 1.OOE-2 5

initiation)

HUEROR5 Oper. fails to transfer from CST to SP 1.OOE-2 5

ASECSNA Operator fails to backup N2 initiation 1.00E-1 5

CMAN Operator fails to backup ARI initiation 1.OOE-1 5

Electrical

EHU69C Operator fails to transfer power 1.OOE-3 10 *

EHUB1 Operator fails to bypass 1.00E-3 10 * *

EHUB2 Operator fails to bypass 1.OOE-3 10 * *

EHUB3 Operator fails to bypass 1.OOE-3 10 *

EHUB4 Operator fails to bypass 1.OOE-3 10

EHUSlAD Oper. fails to xfer stdby charger to Div. I 1.OOE-3 10

EHUS1BD Oper. fails to xfer stdby charger to Div. II 1.OOE-3 10

EHUS1CD Oper. fails to xfer stdby charger to Div. III 1.OOE-3 10

EHUS1DD Oper. fails to xfer stdby charger to Div. IV 1.OOE-3 10
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Table 15 (continued)
Human Actions Below the Top 300 Cut Sets (Equivalent to DCD Table 19D.7-6)

Name~ ai~srption

Miscalibrations

AHPT006 Miscal. of pressure xmtrs 2.00E-5 10 * *

RFE635HX Miscal. of CST level sensors 2.OOE-5 10 * *

REOSSMSC Elec. overspeed sensor miscal 5.OOE-5 10 * *

RPR309MC High turbine exh. press. xmtr. miscal 5.00E-5 10 * *

RMOSSMSC Mech. overspeed sensor miscal 5.OOE-5 10 * *

RPR303MC Low suction press. xmtr. miscal 5.OOE-5 10 * *

Valve Mispositions

ROERROR5 Valve F009 inadvertently left open 1.00E-2 3 * *

HBMAER2 Test valve E22-FO09B inadvert. left open 1.OOE-2 5 * *

HCMAER2 Test valve E22-FO09C inadvert. left open 1.OOE-2 5 * *

C001AMOV Manual override fails initiation signal 1.80E-4 10 * *

C001 BMOV Manual override fails initiation signal 1.80E-4 10 * *

C001CMOV Manual override fails initiation signal 1.80E-4 10 * *
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Table 16
CDF Increase with ABWR PRA HRAs Multiplied Individually by 4 (Equivalent to DCD Table 19D.7-7)

Ranohk Namne DsrtonNsw P!$b1fy T0. %

1 COND Condensate pumps not available 1.73E-1 3 31.63

2 ROERROR4 Operator fails to attempt manual valve opening 4.OOE-1 5 3.06

3 Q_OTHER Failure to inject with feedwater (QOTHER) 1.02E-2 5 1.33

4 LPL Level and pressure control failure 7.92E-2 3 1.22

5 HBMAER1 Test valve E22-F005B mispositioned (closed) 4.00E-2 5 1.12

6 HFELEBHX CCF of water level 8 sensors miscalibrated (4 div) 8.00E-5 10 0.20

7 HCMAER1 Test valve E22-F005C mispositioned (Closed) 4.00E-2 5 0.20

8 QTIS Failure to inject with feedwater (QTIS) 4.08E-1 3 0.10

9 RFL007CF Sensor miscalibration 2.00E-4 10 0.10

10 RPRO05CF Sensor miscalibration 2.OOE-4 10 0.10

11 NHR Failure to restore normal heat removal 4.OOE-2 15 0.00

12 RWCU Failure to actuate RWCU 4.OOE-1 5 0.00

13 HFE008CF Miscalibration of flow transmitters (CCF) 2.OOE-4 10 0.00

14 HPRO07CF Miscalibration of pressure transmitters (CCF) 2.OOE-4 10 0.00

15 SLCO01HE Operator fails to initiate 4.OOE-1 10 0.00
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5.6 UPDATE OF TABLE 19D.7-8

Table 17 is the updated Table 19D.7-8 in the DCD (Reference 3). The table below is a list of all
the accident sequences containing human actions.

Table 17
ABWR PRA Accident Sequences Containing Human Interactions

(Equivalent to DCD Table 19D.7-8)

TM Manual Shutdown 2.90E-1 0

TM-05 1.06E-10

TM-06 1.84E-1 0

TT Unisolated Transient 4.44E-1 0

TT-05 8.28E-1 1

TT-06 1.22E-11

TIS Isolated Transient 5.72E-9

TIS-01 1.63E-11

TIS-05 4.70E-9

TIS-06 8.81E-10

TIS-11 2.49E-12

TIS-12 2.83E-12

TIO IORV 3.38E-1 1

TIO-04 2.62E-11

TIO-05 7.54E-12

TE2 LOSP <2 hrs 1.70E-9

TE2-01 2.06E-12

TE2-05 5.85E-10

TE2-06 4.94E-1 1
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Table 17 (continued)
ABWR PRA Accident Sequences Containing Human Interactions

(Equivalent to DCD Table 19D.7-8)

TE LOSP 2-8 hrs 4.27E-9

TE8-01 1.25E-12

TE8-05 3.60E-9

TE8-06 2.80E-1 1

TE8-10 1.91E-12

TE8-11 2.17E-12

TEO LOSP >8 hrs 1.46E-9

TEO-05 9.57E-10

TEO-06 9.69E-12

BE2 SBO <2 hrs 3.46E-8

BE2-02 7.54E-10

BE8 SBO 2-8 hrs 1.38E-8

BE8-05 2.88E-10

S1 Medium LOCA 1.29E-9

Sl-03 7.85E-11

S2 Small LOCA 2.26E-1 0

S2-05 1.97E-10

SO Large LOCA 8.68E-11

SO-03 2.40E-12

ATWS 8.24E-1 0

ATWS-10 3.98E-10

ATWS-11 2.04E-10
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5.7 UPDATE OF TABLE 19D.7-9 AND 19D.7-10

Tables 18 and 19 are the updated tables 19D.7-9 and 19D.7-10, respectively, in the DCD
(Reference 3). Below is the analysis for these tables updated from the DCD (Reference 3).

Of the cutsets in the analysis, 280 contained no human interactions. The total frequency of
these cutsets is 8.48E-8, representing 86.6% of the total CDF. There were a total number of 194
cutsets containing human interactions, with a total frequency of 1.30E-8.

Of the 194 cutsets containing human interactions, 139 contained a single HEP. The total
frequency of these cutsets was 8.17E-9, representing 8.33% of the total CDF. These cutsets are
listed in Table 19D.7-9. Of the remaining 55 cutsets, 50 contained two HEPs. The total
frequency of these cutsets was 4.97E-9, representing 5.08% of the total CDF. These cutsets are
listed in Table 19D.7-10.

There were five cutsets containing three HEPs. The total frequency of the cutsets containing
three HEPs is 2.99E-11 (<0.1%), and they are in TIS sequences. There are no cutsets
containing more than three operator actions.

ABWR PRA
Table 18

Cut Sets Containing a Single Human Interaction
(Equivalent to DCD Table 19D.7-9)

- EP's Sewwene -No. of Cutseft s

QOTHER TIO-05 2 7.54E-12

QOTHER TM-06 10 1.77E-10

QOTHER TT-06 2 1.22E-11

QOTHER TOTAL 14 1.97E-10

QTIS TIS-12 1 2.83E-12

QTIS TIS-06 46 8.44E-10

QTIS TOTAL 47 8.46E-10

COND S2-05 2 1.97E-10

COND TE2-05 3 5.84E-10

COND TE8-10 1 1.91E-12

COND TE8-05 16 3.59E-9

COND TEO-05 6 9.55E-10

COND TOTAL 28 5.32E-9
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Table 18 (continued)
ABWR PRA Cut Sets Containing a Single Human Interaction

(Equivalent to DCD Table 19D.7-9)

HBMAER1 ATWS-11 1 2.01 E-10

HBMAER1 SO-03 1 1.20E-12

HBMAER1 S1-03 7 2.92E-11

HBMAER1 TE2-06 5 3.17E-11

HBMAER1 TE8-06 4 1.86E-11

HBMAER1 TEO-06 3 4.56E-12

HBMAER1 TOTAL 21 2.86E-10

ROERROR4 BE2-02 2 6.92E-10

ROERROR4 BE8-05 2 2.64E-10

ROERROR4 TOTAL 4 9.56E-10

RPRO05CF BE2-02 1 2.60E-1 1

RPRO05CF BE8-05 1 9.90E-12

RPRO05CF TOTAL 2 3.59E-11

RFLO07CF BE2-02 1 2.60E-1 1

RFLO07CF BE8-05 1 9.90E-12

RFLO07CF TOTAL 2 3.59E-11

HFELEBHX BE2-02 1 1.04E-11

HFELEBHX BE8-05 1 3.96E-12

HFELEBHX Sl-03 1 1.84E-12

HFELEBHX TE2-06 1 1.28E-11

HFELEBHX TE8-06 1 7.81 E-12

HFELEBHX TEO-06 1 2.09E-12
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Table 18 (continued)
ABWR PRA Cut Sets Containing a Single Human Interaction

(Equivalent to DCD Table 19D.7-9)

HFELEBHX TOTAL

HCMAER1 SO-03

HCMAER1 Sl-03

HCMAER1 TE2-06

HCMAER1 TE8-06

HCMAER1 TOTAL

HPRO07CF Sl-03

HFE008CF S1-03

SLCO01HE ATWS- 11

LPL ATWS-10

Total
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Table 19
ABWR Cut Sets Containing Two Human Interactions (Equivalent to DCD Table 19D.7-10)

Q_TIS and COND TIS-11 1 2.49E-12

Q_TIS and COND TIS-05 23 4.69E-9

Q_TIS and COND TOTAL 24 4.69E-9

Q_TIS and HBMAER1 TIS-06 4 2.43E-11

Q_TIS and HCMAER1 TIS-06 I 2.04E-12

Q_TIS and HFELEBHX TIS-06 1 1.02E-11

COND and HFELEBHX TE2-05 1 1.13E-12

COND and HFELEBHX TE8-05 1 6.88E-12

COND and HFELEBHX TEO-05 1 1.84E-12

COND and HFELEBHX TOTAL 3 9.85E-12

COND and HCMAER1 TE8-05 I 1.38E-12

COND and HBMAER1 TE8-05 1 1.38E-12

Q_OTHER and COND TIO-04 3 2.62E-1 1

Q_OTHER and COND TM-05 2 1.06E-10

Q_OTHER and COND TT-05 2 8.28E-1 1

Q_OTHER and COND TOTAL 7 2.15E-10

Q_OTHER and HFELEBHX TM-06 I 9.20E-12

Q_OTHER and HBMAER1 TM-06 3 4.59E-12

HBMAER1 and HCMAER1 Sl-03 1 1.70E-12

HBMAER1 and HCMAER1 TE2-06 1 1.70E-12

HBMAER1 and HCMAER1 TOTAL 2 3.40E-12
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Table 19 (continued)
ABWR Cut Sets Containing Two Human Interactions (Equivalent to DCD Table 19D.7-10)

NH ndRC T20 12.33E-1

NHR and RWCU TE2-01 1 2.33E-12

NHR and RWCU TE8-01 1 1.70E-12

NHR and RWCU TE2-01 1 2.33E-12

NHR and RWCU TE8-O1 1 1.70E-12

NHR and RWCU TOTAL 2 4.03E-12

TOTAL 50 4.97E-9
(5.08%)

6.0 UPDATE OF FIGURES IN THE DCD CHAPTER 19D7

With the update of the MOR and the update of the five operator actions mentioned previously,
the some figures in the DCD Chapter 19D7 (Reference 3) are no longer accurate. This section
is not a complete rewrite of DCD Chapter 19D7 (Reference 3), but is a bridge document
updating the figures for the Toshiba DCDRA submittal.

6.1 UPDATE OF FIGURE 19D.7-1

Figure 1 below is Figure 19D.7-1 in the DCD Chapter 19D7 (Reference 3) and was not
changed. The Figure 19D.7-1 was used to derive the value for the probability of miscalibrating
a single sensor (5.OE-5) as applied to the following HEPs:

" RPRO05CF
" RFLO07CF
* CALN002A_A
* CALN002A_B
" CALN002A_C
" HFE008CF
* HPRO07CF
* REOSSMSC
* RPR309MC
" RMOSSMSC
" RPR303MC
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M= 0.8 M= 0.2
B= 0.01

S

0.9

S Am= 0.5 C= 0.1

S

CD 0.5 C

0.3'm 00.

LEGEND: SF 1

S = SUCCESS
F = FAILURE

T = PROBABILITY TOOL ROOM ISSUES BAD CALIBRATION TOOL
G = PROBABILITY TOOL IS GROSSLY OUT OF CALIBRATION
M = PROBABILITY TOOL IS MODERATELY OUT OF CALIBRATION
A,B,C,D = PROBABILITY THAT INSTRUMENT TECHNICIAN FAILS TO RECOGNIZE

THE ERROR IN THE CALIBRATION TOOL
m = (SUBSCRIPT) INDICATES MODERATE MlSCALIBRATION CASE

SOLUTION:

P(F) =P(F ) + P(F2 ) =T [GMAm"BrCm Dr + GA BC D]
- 0.01 [(0.98)(0.2)(0.5)(0.05)(0.5)(0.7) + (0.02)(0.1)(0.01 )(0.1 )(0.5)]-C0.01 [1.715 x 103 x1 x 108 = 0.01 x 1.716 x i0.
= 1.7x 10 (USE 2Dx 10)

Figure 1
Event Sequence Used to Derive Human Error Probability During a Calibration Procedure

(Equivalent to DCD Figure 19D.7-1)
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6.2 UPDATE OF FIGURE 19D.7-2

Figure 2 below is Figure 19D.7-2 in the DCD Chapter 19D7 (Reference 3) and was not
changed. The figure comes from a sensitivity analysis performed by BNL and was used as a
comparable study for the creation of Figures 19D.7-3 and 19D.7-4 in the DCD Chapter 19D7
(Reference 3) to examine the sensitivities within the ABWR.

Figure 2
Sensitivity of CMF to Pre-Accident and During-Accident Errors Results of the BNL HRA

Sensitivity Analysis (Equivalent to DCD Figure 19D.7-2)
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6.3 UPDATE OF FIGURE 19D.7-3

Figure 3 is the updated Figure 19D.7-3 in the DCD (Reference 3). The write up below is taken
directly from the DCD to explain the reasoning behind the old figure, and why it was recreated
with the new values for the DCD update (Reference 3).

In this ABWR analysis, HEP factors were applied directly to the ABWR PRA mean value
HEPs. The HEP factor limits corresponded to 5th and 95th percentiles of the HEP
distributions, and were also limited to keep the values of the new HEPs within the [0,1]
probability interval. The ultimate limit factor in this ABWR analysis corresponds to the
maximum ABWR PRA error factor of 15.

One significant difference between the LaSalle and ABWR HEPs is that the LaSalle Type
C errors were dominated by recovery of offsite power and diesel generators; whereas the
ABWR PRA did not identify HEPs for these two recovery actions (since the recovery
frequencies involved more than operator action and were based on experience data).

6.4 UPDATE OF FIGURE 19D.7-4

Figure 4 is the updated Figure 19D.7-4 in the DCD (Reference 3). All HEPs in the Level 1
internal events analysis were simultaneously increased by factors of +5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 29;
and, the resulting CDFs were calculated and plotted. The only considered limit was that the
value be on the interval [0,1]. The results are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 3
Results of the ABWR Sensitivity Analysis in Comparison to the Results of Figure 2

(Equivalent to DCD Figure 19D.7-3)
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Overall CDF Sensitivity to HEPs
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Figure 4
ABWR PRA CDF with all HEPs Multiplied Simultaneously by a Factor

(Equivalent to DCD Figure 19D.7-4)
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APPENDIX A - UPDATED NON-THERP OPERATOR ACTIONS

This appendix documents the development of probabilities for the operator action COND, QTIS
and QOTHER, LPL, and HOOBOPOHL. The events are developed using an Excel sheet and
the results are provided in this document.
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A.1 COND

Event Name COND Prepared byIM. Shehane 10-Jul-10
Reviewed by B. Logn 12-Jul-10

Event Information

Description

Failure to initiate condensate injection after reactor vessel depressurization and failure of high-pressure injection

Context and Description of Action

To mitigate an event requiring low-pressure makeup, the condensate injection system provides an alternatelow-pressure makeup
source and is designed to pump water from the condenserh otwells to the RPV. Makeup water to the hotwells is provided from the
cold condensate tank. It is expected that procedures will direct the operatorto iniliate condensate injection if other low-pressure
makeup systemsfail [Assumption 1].

Following the transient it takes 37 minutes forthe reacor to successfuillydepressurize following failure of high pressure injection.
The time windowforoperators to accomplish this action istaken as the time between reactbrdepressurization and the onset of
core damage. At 37 minutes, depressurization is successful and the operators should realize that low pressure systems are not
working and that alternativelowpressure injection is needed. If no low pressure injectionis provided, the onset of core damage
cannot be prevented after 51 minutes. This leaves the operatorwith 14 (51 - 37) minutes to start condensate injection following
depressurization [Reference 1].

Time Line

Item Time Description

1 0 min Transient

2 37 rrin Depressurization is successful; low pressure systems fail to start and provide injection

3 51 nin Core damage if injection does not occur

Summary of Essential Assumptions

1. Procedures should cover this situation and lead operator to initiate condensate injection

2. The motor driven condensate pumps are not expected to be operating following reactor scram

3. The MSIVs have are close and it takes approximately 2 minutes to reopen them

References

Procedures Number Revision

Other References
Calculation RSC-CALMAP-2010 -0706, Toshiba DCD - Loss of All Core Cooling with Vessel Failure at Low Pressure,

1. Passive Rooder Operation (LCLP-PF), July 2010.
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IEvent Name ICOND

I

bmenerali ierrorniance 5naping I-actors

Training and Practice

This action should be readily diagnosed and the action itself will be straightforward. The * Familiar action from training & simulation
action should be familiar from training and simulator exercises. 0 Well-trained action, but less familiar

0 Minimal training and practice; not familiar

Stress and Workload

A transient with the loss of both normal high and low pressure injection systems will create a stressful situation. There 0 Optimal
are likely to be competing demands for system realignments and the short amount of available time, so workload is High
also expected to be high. However, because the operators are not In physical danger, "high" stress is applied for this I OExe
case. F.--,

Assessment of Detection and Diagnosis

Time Reliability Correlation (pct)
The time available for the operators to restart the condensate pumps and align for condensate injection is expected to be approximately 14 minutes
[Ref. 1 - 51 minutes less 37minutes (Depressurization)]. It is estimated that it would take approximately 3 minutes to accomplish the actions,
because in the most conservative case (an isolation event) the operators will be required to open the MSIVs [Assumption 3].

System time window: 14 ain Relevant TRC Lower PTPC = 7.3E-3
Manipulation time: 3.0 ain

Net time available: 11.0 min Adjusted TRC probability: pct a PTRC X Fvtr 1.5E-2

Availability and Accuracy of Indications (pca)

Sequences involving loss of high and normal low pressure makeup systems are expected to generate multiple alarms and indications. The main
alarms for this operator action are reactor vessel level and low flow alarms in the makeup systems. Thus, there should be adequate indications
that their unavailability can be neglected. There should be no known inaccuracies in the indications.

Unavailability of essential Indications (enter value or 'negligible"): pcal =

Are control room Indications known to be Inaccurate? 0 Yes ( No -p pca2 = negligible

If so, are there warnings or alternatives In procedure? 0 Yes 0 No ®N/A pca3 = noap

Is there training on the Indications? 0 Yes 0 No ®N/A -Op pca4 =

Probability of failure due to unavailable or Inaccurate Indications: pca = pcal + (pca2 x pca3 x pca4) x Ft = negligible

4ttention to Essential Parameters (pcb)

This action would result directly from response to reactor vessel level indications and alarms along with low flow alarms in the makeup systems.
It would entail a checking function, rather than monitoring over time.

Is one-time check or monitoring over time required? *Chck 0 onitoIr ! -1 pcbl = negligible

Is parameter displayed on front panel In control room? Yes 0 No .I,. pcb2 - negligible

Is essential parameter alarmed? to I 0non N/oJ (p. pcb3 = not app

Probability of failure due to lack of attention to Indications: pcb = (pcbl + pcb2) x pcb3 x F..t= eliil
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Event Name COND

Assessment of Detection and Diagnosis (continued)

Reading and Communicating Data (pcc)

There would be several alarms and other indicators that would alert the operators to the need to provide alternative low pressure makeup to the reactor
vessel. Operator attention could be divided by the competing alarms associated with a complicated accident sequence. However, the indicators are
easy to locate, and there should be no difficulty In assessing relevant parameters. The control room staff would use formal communications in this
circumstance.

Are Indicators easy to locate? Yes ONOv --0N PC-1 negligible

Is It easy to determine parameter value? Yes 0 No -1p. pcc2 = negligible

Does control room staff use formal communication? ® Yes ONo p -111 = negligib'e I

Probability of failure due to misreading or mlscommunicating data: pcc = (pccl + pcc2 + pcc3) x F = negligible

Consistency Among Cues and Procedures (pcd)

There should be no apparent inconsistencies between the anticipated cues and the procedural instructions.

Are cues as stated In procedures? ®() Yes 0 NO - prdl = negligible

If not, do procedures warn of differences? OYes 0 No 0 N/A pcd2 =

Are differences specifically covered In training? 0 Yes 0 No 0 N/A • pcd3 =

Does training generally cover differences? 0 Yes 0 No 0 N/A - pcd4 = not app

Probability of failure due to misleading Information: pcd = (pcdl x pcd2 x pcd3 x pcd4) x F = negligible

Assessment of Decision-Making

4ddressing Essential Step in Procedure (pce)

The most direct response would be to failing reactor vessel water level. The required steps should be obvious, but the situation and transitions among
procedures would constitute use of multiple procedures. There should be provisions for initialing and verifying the relevant step, and it should be
graphically distinct.

Is procedural step obvious or hidden? ® Obvious 0 Hidden J peol = negligible

Are single or multiple procedures In use? 0 Single 0 N/A
Mpca2 

- 0.003Mi

Are there placekeeping aids? *Yes ONO ON/A J pceZ - 0.003[

Is step graphically distinct? * Yes 0 No 0 N/A 'pc& = I0.]

Probability of failure due to skipping step In procedure: pce = [pcel + (pce2 + pce3) x pca4] x F=r. 3.6E-3,
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Event Name COND

Assessmern of Decision-Making (continued)

Interpretation of Instruction (pct)

The procedure steps should be standard and straightforward.

Does the step use standard, unambiguous wording? EYes -ONo • pcf=i negligible

Does the step include all required Information? EYes 'No . pcf2 = negligible

Is there training on interpreting the step? eyes r3No rN ,, pcf3= not=app

Probability of failure due to misinterpreting procedure step: pcf = (pcf I + pcf2) x pcf3) x F= negligible

Interpretation of Decision Logic (pcg)

Thereshould be no "not', "and", oror" statementsin the path.

Does the step include a "not" statement? EYes ENo -0 pcgl = negligible

Does procedure step include "and" or "or" statement? OYes . No -. . pcg2 = negligible

Does step include both "and" and "or" statement? [;Yes ONo EN/A . pcg3= notapp

Has crew practiced executing this decision step? ErYes ;No EN/A -00 pcg4= notaapp

Probability of failure due to misinterpreting decision logic: pcg= (pcgl+pcg2+pcg3) x pcg4xF= negligible F

Recovery of Failures In Detection, Diagnosis and Decision-Making

Potential Recovery Roles for Cognitive Failures

The short time frame to perform the action should result in the operatorfailing to perform self-review. The alarms indicating conditions
associated with lowering reactor water level and of the failures of injectionsystems would provide persistent cuesof the need to take this
action for the Shift Supervisor and other crewmembers. The STAwould be expected to reach the control roomand provide support to the
crew by the time depressurization ahs been accomplished.

LU Self-review IWIReview by other crew members vi Input from STA

Uncrecov. Composite Non-recov. Recovered
Contribution to pc Probability Dep. Level Probability Probability

pct Time-reliability correlation (crew) [ 1.5E-2 (not app)

pcal Information unavailable (no recovery) negligible (not app) negligible

pca2-4 Information inaccurate negligible not app not app negligible

pcb Lack of attention negligible not app not app negligible

pcc Misreading or miscormmnicating data negligible not app not app negligible

pcd Misleading information negligible not app not app negligible

pca-d Total Detection & Diagnosis (cause-based) negligible

pce Procedure step skipped 3.6E-3 high 5.0E-1 1.8E-3

pcf Misinterpreting instruction negligible not app not app negligible

pcg Misinterpreting decision logic negligible not app not app negligible

pce-g Total Decision-Making t.8E-3
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IEver Name COND

I *eenaema. n
r-ewe.~l .

A list of exact procedures is not yet written, but similar steps to other plants EOPs can be assumed. The operator could fail to realize the need
for condensate injection. The operator fails to open MSIVs and since the MSIVs controls are easily distinguishable and not readily confused it is
assumed he would not select the incorrect controls. The operator fails to override automatic feedwater control system. The operator selects the
incorrect control. Operator fails to reopen feedwater control valves. The operator could select the incorrect control. The operator could also fail
to start the condensate pumps. There is limited opportunity for recovery; it is assessed that all of these errors may be recognized by other crew
members or the operator.

*If it is a non-isolation event opening the MSIVs would not be required for the assessment.

Basic Recovered

Step Execution Failure Source Probability Probability

Operator fails to open MSIVs (long list chosen for conservatism) 20-7(2/4) 1.3E-2 6.61-3

(recovery) General review by other crew members high 5.1E-1

Operator fails to override automatic feedwater control system 20-7 (2/4) 1.3E-2 6.6E-3

(recovery) General review by other crew members high 5.1E-1

Select incorrect pushbutton for feedwater override 20-12 (4) 1.0E-3 5E-4

(recovery) General review by other crew members high 5.OE-1

Operator fails to reopen feedwater control valves 20-7 (2/4) 1.3E-2 6.6E-3

(recovery) General review by other crew members high 5.1E-1

Select incorrect pushbutton for feedwater control valves 20-12(4) 1.OE-3

(recovery) General review by other crew members high 5.0E-1

Operator fails to restart the condensate pumps 20-7 (2/4) 1.3E-2 6.6E-3

(recovery) General review by other crew members high 5.1E-1

Total Probability of Execution Failure pe : 2.7E-2

Summary of Results

Failure in Detection and Diagnosis Failure In Decision-Making Failure in Execution
pe:I 1.6E.2

greater I 1- + pcelg: + p.:
pca-d: neligibl"

= Total probability: .- 2 Error factor: !
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A.2 Q (OTHER AND TIS)

Event Namel Q(Other and Tis)

Event Information

Description

Operator fails to inject feedw ater follow ing a transient

Context and Description of Action

I Prepared byIM. Shehane 10-Jul-10
Reviewed by B. Lo an 12-Jul-10

Following a plant transient, the automatic response ofthefeedwatercontrol valves and, when necessary, an auto matic run back of
the feedwater pumps should restore reactorwater levelto its normal operating range. However, should the automatic controls
malfunction and the feedwater pumps trip the operatorwill need to restart the feedwaterpumpsfor injection as directed by
procedures [Assumption 1]. This action involvesthe operatorfailing to provide feedwater injection following a transient.

The time available for the operatoraction was determined using MAAP [Reference 1]. Cored amage will occuraround 52 minutes
followingthe transient unless the operatorsuccessfully starts feedwater injection. Following the feedwaterpumpstripping, the
operator would have 51 minutes to restart one of the pumps assuming that the feedwaterpumpstripped 1 minute following the
transient [Assumption 2]. The systemwindow is delined as the time between the feedwvter pump trip and core damage if the
operator fails to successfully initiate feedwater injecton.

Time Line

Item Time Description

1 0 nin Transient

2 1 min Feedw ater pumps trip

3 52 min Core damage if feedw ater purmps are not restarted and used to control injection

Summary of Essential Assumptions

1. Procedures and training should cover this situation and should lead operator to restart feedw ater pumps

2. Feedw ater pumps w ill have tripped within 1 minutes of transient

3. It would take the operator approximately 5 minutes to restart one of the pumps and open MSIVs

References

Procedures Number Revision

Other References

1. Calculation RSC-CALMAP-2010 -0716, Toshiba DCD - Turbine Trip, tigh Pressure Success Criteria, July 2010.
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enerl aer Q(Other and tos)

G3eneral Performance shaping Factors
Training and Practice

This action should be readily diagnosed and the action itself will be straightforward. The * Familiar action from training & simulation
action should be familiar from training and simulator exercises. 0 Well-trained action, but less familiar

0 Minimal training and practice; not familiar

Straw and Workload
The action occurs within the first few minutes following a transient. Operator workload should be increased, but not critical at Optimal
this point. Unless an accident sequence with many alarms is occurring, the stress will be elevated, but Is not judged to be 0 High
high. 

0 Extreme

Assessment of Detection and Diagnosis

Time Reliability Correlation (pct)
Based on the information from Reference 1, the time available for the operators to restart the feedwater pumps, and correct reactor water level, is 51
minutes. It is estimated that it would take the operator approximately 5 minutes to successfully restart one of the pumps following the pumps tripping,
because in the most conservative case (an isolation event) the operators will be required to open the MSIVs [Assumption 3].

System time window: 51 mn Relevant TRC ITLower I C== 1.2E12-
Manipulation time: 5.0 min

Nat time available: 46.0 min Adjusted TRC probablllity pCt = PTRC x F., 1.2E-5

Availability and Accuracy of Indications (pca)

Several alarms and indications will alert the operators to the lowering reactor vessel water level. The alarms and indications will alert the operator that
the feedwater pumps have tripped and he should attempt restart one of the pumps. Because water level control is the operators' chief priority following a
transient, they will be focused on the indications and alarms. There will be adequate indications that their unavailability can be neglected. There will be no
known Inaccuracies in the indications.

Unavailability of essential Indications (enter value or "negligible'): pcal I nelaIe

Are control room Indications known to be Inaccurate? 0 Yes * No pca2 = ngiil

If so, are there warnings or alternatives In procedure? 0 Yes 0 No N ! not app

Is there training on the Indications? 0 Yes 0 No * N/A - pca4 =

Probability of failure due to unavailable or Inaccurate Indications: pca = poll + (pca2 x pca3 x pca4) x Ft,, = negiigible

Attention to Essential Parameters (pcb)

This action would result directly from monitoring reactor vessel water level on front control panels and feedwater trip alarms. The feedwater pumps
tripping is a one time check. Because reactor vessel water level control is the top post-transient priority for operators their attention should be focused on
the necessary indicators and they will know of the need to restart a feedwater pump based on failing water level in the reactor.

Is one-time check or monitoring over time required? ® Check 0 Monitor

Is parameter displayed on front panel In control room? ® Yes 0 No

Is essential parameter alarmed? Yes 0 No 0 N/A

Probability of failure due to lack of attention to Indications:

pcbl= negligible=

pcb2 negligible

pcb3 notapp

pcb = (pcbl + pcb2) x pcb3 x Ft,1 negligible
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S Event Name Q(Other and Tis)

Assessment o5 Detection and Diagnosis (continued)

Reading and Communicating Data (pcc)

There would be several alarms and other indicators that would alert the operators to the need to begin feedwater injection. Because maintaining reactor
vessel water level is the operators' top post-transient priority, their attention would be focused on the necessary alarms. The indicators should be easy
to locate, and there should be no difficulty in assessing relevant parameters. The control room staff would use formal communications in this
circumstance.

Are Indicators easy to locate? [ eIs ONo -l pccl = ni

Is It easy to determine parameter value? I Ye ON negligible N

Does control room staff use formal communication? YesO No pcc3 = Fneg-lig-iblel

Probability of failure due to misreading or mlscommunlcatlng data: pcc = (pccl + pcc2 + pcc3) x Ftr = negligible

Consistency Among Cues and Procedures (pcd)

There should be no apparent inconsistencies between the anticipated cues and the procedural instructions.

Are cues as stated In procedures? * Yes 0 No -00 pcdl =Fnegligible

If not, do procedures warn of differences? 0 Yes 0 No ON A -*l pcd2 =

Are differences specifically covered In training? 0 Yes 0 No 0 N A -lip pcd3 z o

Does training generally cover differences? 0 Yes 0 No -0 NT -11 pcd4 = noap

Probability of failure due to misleading information: pcd = (pcdl x pcd2 x pcd3 x pcd4) x Fgt = negligible

Assessment of Decision-Making
Addressing Essential Step In Procedure (pce)

The most direct response would be to reactor vessel water level not returning to normal levels and the failure of feedwater pumps following the scram.
Following the trip, the operators must respond to three separate sub procedures, simultaneously, which is the standard BWR format. Even though,
these procedures should direct the operator to perform the same actions and they are considered to all follow the same path, for this analysis to be
conservative they will be considered as multiple procedures. There should be provisions for initialing and verifying the relevant step, and it should be
graphically distinct.

Is procedural step obvious or hidden? *Obvious 0 Hidden , pcel = negligible

Are single or multiple procedures In use? 0 single 0 N/A pce2 = 0.003@) Multiple !
Are there placekeeping aids? * Yes 0 No 0 N/A I pce3 = 0.003

Is step graphically distinct? ® Yes 0 No N/A pce4 = I0.3I

Probability of failure due to skipping step In procedure: pce = [peel + (pce2 + pce3) x pce4] x F., - .eE-3
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I Event Name I Q(Other and TIs)
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rnterpretfation of instruction (pcf)

The procedure steps should be standard and straightforward.

Does the step use standard, unambiguous wording? ® yes 0 No pcfl= neglngble

Does the step include all required Information? Yes 0 No . pcf2 = negligible

Is there training on Interpreting the step? 0 Yes Q No ® N/A _.lo pcf3= noap

Probability of failure due to misinterpreting procedure step: pcf = (pcfl + pcf2) x pcf3) x F,. = negligible

nterpretation of Decision Logic (pcg)

There should be no "notr, "and", or "or" statements in the path.

Does the step Include a "not" statement? 0 Yes (i)No -31 pcgl = negligibleI

Does procedure step Include "and" or "or" statement? 0 Yes N No . pcg2 = Inegligible

Does step Include both "and" and "or" statement? a yes 0 No* ®N/A J pcg3 = n

Has crew practiced executing this decision step? 0 Yes 0 No ®N/A ; ' pcg4= not=p]

Probability of failure due to misinterpreting decision logic: pcg = (pcgl+pcg2+pcg3) x pcg4 x F.& 1 neglgibie

Recovemy of Failures In Detection, Diagnosis and Decision-Making
Potential Recovery Roles for Cognitive Failures

The alarms indicating conditions associated with lowering reactor water level and of the failures of the feedwater system to control injection are
persistent cues of the need to take this action for the Shift Supervisor and other crew members. There should be ample time for the STA to reach
the control room and provide support to the crew.

21 Self-review El Review by other crew members FA Input from STA

p

Contribution to pc

pct Time-reliability correlation (crew)

pcal Information unavailable (no recovery)

.ca2-4 Information inaccurate

pcb Lack of attention

pcc Misreading or miscommunicating data

pcd Misleading information

pca-d Total Detection & Diagnosis (cause-based)

pce Procedure step skipped

pcf Misinterpreting instruction

pcg Misinterpreting decision logic

pce-g Total Decision-Making

negligible (not app) negligible

negligible not app not app negligible

negligible not app not app negligible

negligible not app not app negligible

negligible not app not app negligible

Uncrecov. Composite Non-recov. Recovered
Probability Dep. Level Probability Probability

~~I I= I (not app)

negligibleI

[ 1 .8E-3 low [ 6.2E-2 [ 9.3E-5 J
negligible notapp notapp negligible

negligible not app notapp j negligible

9.3E-5
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I Event Name I Q(Other and Tis) II
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A list of exact procedures is not yet written, but similar steps to other plants EOPs can be assumed. The operator could fail to realize the need
for feedwater injection. The operator fails to open MSIVs and since the MSIVs controls are easily distinguishable and not readily confused it is
assumed he would not select the incorrect controls. The operator fails to override automatic feedwater control system. The operator selects the
incorrect control. Operator fails to reopen feedwater control valves. The operator could select the incorrect control. The operator could also fail
to start the condensate pumps. The operator could also fail to start the feedwater pumps. There is limited opportunity for recovery; it is
assessed that all of these errors may be recognized by other crew members or the operator.

*If it is a non-isolation event opening the MSIVs would not be required for the assessment.

Basic Recovered
Step Execution Failure Source Probability Probability

Operator fails to open MSIVs (long list chosen for conservatism) 20-7 (2/4) 6.5E-3 9.6E-4

(recovery) General review by operator and other crew members moderate 1.5E-1
Operator fails to override automatic feedwater control system 20-7 (2/4) 6.5E-3 9.6E-4

(recovery) General review by operator and other crew members moderate 1.5E-1

Select incorrect pushbutton for feedwater override 20-12(4) 5.0E-4 7.2E-5

(recovery) General review by operator and other crew members moderate 1 .4E-

Operator fails to reopen feedwater control valves 20-7 (2/4) 6.5E-3 9.6E

(recovery) General review by operator and other crew members moderate 1.5E-1

Select incorrect pushbutton for feedwater control valves 20-12 (4) 5.OE-4 7.2E-5

(recovery) General review by operator and other crew members moderate 1.4E-1

Operator fails to restart the condensate pumps 20-7(2/4) 6.5E-3 9.E-

(recovery) General review by operator and other crew members moderate 1.5E-1

Operator fails to restart the feedwater pumps 20-7(2/4) 6.5E-3 9.6E-4

(recovery) General review by operator and other crew members moderate 1.5E-1

Total Probability of Execution Failure pe = 5.0E-3

Summary of Results
Failure In Detection and Diagnosis Failure In Decision-Making Failure in Execution

pct: 1.2E-6

greater + pce-g: + p0:

pea-d: negligible

= Total probability: 0 Error factor:
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A.3 LPL

I Event Name LPL I PreIoreduy-i. Shehne-
Reviewed by B. Logn 12-Jul-10

Event Information
Description
Failure to control water level during an ATWS with successful SLC

Context and Description of Action

In the event of a transient with a failure of the reactor to scram (ATWS), the operators would initially be directed to attempt to trip the reactor
manually. If this did not succeed, the reactor could be shut down by the injection of borated water via the standby liquid control (SLC)
system. Simultaneously, the operators would be called upon to lower level in the reactor vessel to the top of active fuel (TAF) to help to
reduce reactor power. This event accounts for failure to control level in the reactor vessel after successful SLC injection and lowering of the
reactor water level to TAF. Following SLC injection, it is important to prevent excess water injection by controlling water level, because a
massive influx of cold water can create a reactivity problem and possibly flush away the boron that was just injected by the SLC system.
The control of water level actions should all be covered by the symptom-based procedure for control of reactor vessel power and level and
by the event-oriented procedure for conditions including failure to scram [Assumption 1].

It is estimated that the actions to initiate lowering of the water level and injection of SLC would be required within 5 min [Assumption 2]. At
that point, there would be an additional 16 min available to take control of reactor water level to prevent core damage. The total time until
core damage of 21 minutes was calculated using MAAP and is shown in detail in Reference 1.

Time Line

Item Time Description

1 0 min Transient with failure of reactor to scram

2 5 min Lowering of water level and successful SLC injection

3 21 min Core Damage if water level is not controlled following successful SLC injection

Summary of Essential Assumptions

1. Procedures will cover this situation and lead operator to control water level

2. Lowering of the water level and injection of SLC would be take 5 min

[References
Procedures Number Revision

tither References
1. Calculation RSC-CALMAP-2010 -0709, Toshiba DCD - ATWS with Loss of Core Cooling and Failure to Depressurize RPV - No

Firewater Spray Operation (NSCH-PF), July 2010.
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IEvent aml LPL 11

General Performance Shaping Factors

Training and Practice

This action should be readily diagnosed and the action itself will be straightforward. The * Familiar action from training & simulation
action should be familiar from training and simulator exercises. 0 Well-trained action, but less familiar

0 Minimal training and practice; not familiar

Stress and Workload
The action is relevant relatively eady following upset conditions that should have given rise to a reactor scram. There are likely 0 Optimal ]
to be many annunciators in alarm. Although the operators would have been successful in initiating standby liquid control, the * High
workload and stress level are assessed as "high". 0 Extreme

I= iF.j

tAssessment of Detection and Diagnosis
Time Reliability Correlation (pct)
Following the transient it is assumed that successful SLC injection would occur in 5 minutes and the operator would have 16 minutes to gain control of
reactor water level. It would take approximately 5 min to complete the actions required to gain control of injection flow. This would require subsequent
monitoring of control actions to maintain level appropriately.

System time window: 16 min Relevant TRC IZLowe I P,,c= 4.2E-3
Manipulation time: 3 min

Net time available: 1 13.0 mi Adjusted TRC probability: pct = PTRC x F,. =r 8.4E-3

4Availability and Accuracy of Indications (pca)

There should be redundant and diverse means for the operators to track reactor vessel level and pressure, and there are no known inaccuracies in the
available signals.

Unavailability of essential Indications (enter value or "negligible"):

Are control room Indications known to be Inaccurate? 0 Yes ® No

If so, are there warnings or alternatives in procedure? 0 Yes 0 No * N/A

Is there training on the Indications? 0 Yes 0 No (* N/A

Probability of failure due to unavailable or inaccurate Indications: pca = pcal 4

pcal = negligible I

-1. p.2 = negligible-1

.op pca3= not=app

-o pca4 =

(pca2 x pca3 x pca4) x F,, =r negligible I

Attention to Essential Parameters (pcb)

This action would result initially from response to various alarms on front control panels, but would subsequently require monitoring of reactor-vessel level
over time to assure proper control of whatever injection system was in use. There would not be an alarm alerting the operators to the need to reduce flow
at the proper level.

Is one-time check or monitoring over time required? 0 Check * Monitor

Is parameter displayed on front panel In control room? * Yes 0 No

Is essential parameter alarmed? 0 Yes * No 0 N/A

Probability of failure due to lack of attention to Indications:

pcbl 0003

" pcb2 = I negligible

- pcb3 = I I

pcb = (pcbl + pcb2) x pcb3 x F~o =r _.oE-37
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EventNael LPL

Assessment of uetection and uiagnoss (contnuea)

Reading and Communicating Date (pcc)

There should be several alarms and other indicators that would alert the operators to the need to respond to ATWS conditions. The indications of reactor
vessel water level are clear and easy to use.

Are Indicators easy to locate? Yes o pccl = negligileI

Is It easy to determIne parameter value? Yes 0 o pc2 " - negligibl-e

Does control room staff use formal communication? I mZYes 0 No pcc3 = I negligible

Probability of failure due to misreading or mlscommunlcatlng data: pcc = (pccl + pcc2 + pcc3) x Ff, =[ negligible

Consistency Among Cues and Procedures (pcd)

There should be no apparent inconsistencies between the anticipated cues and the procedural instructions.

Are cues as stated In procedures? ® Yes 0 No -Op. pcdl = Inegligible
If not, do procedures warn of differences? 0 Yes 0 No 0 N/A -I, pcd2 =

Are differences specifically covered In training? 0 Yes 0 No 0 N/A -40 pcd3 =

Does training generally cover differences? 0'Yes 0 No 0 N/A -'l0'pcd4= not=app

Probability of failure due to misleading Information: pcd (pcdl x pcd2 x pcd3 x pcd4) x F.0 = negligible

Assessment of Decision-Making

Addressing Essential Step In Procedure (pce)

The procedural steps would be obvious for an ATWS sequence with these conditions. They would need to make the transition back to the symptom-
based procedure for guidance on controlling reactor vessel level after following ATWS procedures and successful SLO injection. Therefore, this is treated
as a situation in which ther is use of multiple procedures. The operators would initial steps in the flowchart as they were encountered; this is equivalent
to the use of plaekeeping aids. The relevant steps are would not be graphically distinct.

Is procedural step obvious or hidden? [ * obvious 0 Hidn I " pcel= Inegl-gible

Are single or multiple procedures In use? 0 Si Mltle 0 J/ i c2=Foo--

Are there placekeeping aids? [ ® Yes No 0 N/A ).-. . 3 == 0.0037

Is step graphically distinct? 0 Yes No 0 N/A p.' p = I

Probability of failure due to skipping step In procedure: pce = [pcel + (pce2 + pce3) x pce4] x Ft =r 1.2E-2
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I Event Name IoLPL I

Assessment of DecIsIon-makIng (continued)

Interpretation of Instruction (pct)

The procedure steps should be standard and straightforward. No additional information must be inferred by the operators.

Does the step use standard, unambiguous wording? Y® 0 No -- pcfl negligible

Does the step Include all required Information? Yes ONo - pc2 = negligible

Is there training on Interpreting the step? 0 Yes 0 No ®N/A -. 0 cm. e notapp =

Probability of failure due to misinterpreting procedure step: pcf = (pcfl + pcf2) x pcf3) x F,t, neglgible

Interpretation of Decision Logic (pcg)

There should be no "not", "and", or "or" statements in the path.

Does the step Include a "not" statement? 0Yes I)No pcgl = gi3gible

Does procedure step Include "and" or "or" statement? 0 Yes ®)No -- o pcg= negligible

Does step Include both "and" and "or" statement? 0 Yes 0 No ® N/A --I,- pcg3 ==l noIaEI

Has crew practiced executing this decision step? 0 Yes 0 No ®N/A -10 pcg4 =

Probability of failure due to misinterpreting decision logic: pcg = (pcgl+pcg2+pcg3) x pcg4 x F.tr = negligible

Recovery of Failures in Detection, Diagnosis and Decision-Making

Potential Recovery Roles for Cognitive Failures

The STA might be present in the control room at the time this action would be needed, but it cannot be assumed that he would have arrived and had time
to make an assessment of the conditions. Because reactor vessel level is a vital parameter, there should be opportunity for self review and review by other
crew members.

[] Self-review [ Review by other crew members ] Input from STA

Contribution to pc

pct Time-reliability correlation (crew)

Uncrecov. Composite Dep.
Probability Level

S8.4E-3 (not

Non-recov. Recovered
Probability Probability

app) r

pcal Information unavailable (no recovery)

pca2-4 Information inaccurate

pcb Lack of attention

pcc Misreading or miscommunicating data

pcd Misleading information

pca-d Total Detection & Diagnosis (cause-based)

pce Procedure step skipped

pcf Misinterpreting instruction

pcg Misinterpreting decision logic

pce-g Total Decision-Making

negligible (not app) negligible

negligible not app not app negligible

6.OE-3 high 5.0E-1 3.0E-3

negligible not app not app negligible

negligible not app not app negligible

3.0E-3

1.2E-2 high 5.1E-1 6.1E-3

negligible not app not app negligible

negligible not app not app I negligible
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Event Name LPL

Rssessment of Execuuon

A list of exact procedures is not yet written, but similar steps to other plants EOPs can be assumed. The operator could choose the wrong control
switches. The operator would need to stop whatever pump was controlling flow to ensure he had control of the water level. The operator could fail
to restart the pump he turned off. The operator could fail to read the digital read out showing water level correctly. There is limited opportunity for
recovery; it is assessed that all of these errors may be recognized by other crew members or the operator.

Basic Recovered

Step Execution Failure Source Probability Probability

Select incorrect control switch 20-12(4) 1.OE-3 5.0E-4

(recovery) General review by operator and other crew members high 5.OE-1
Omit stopping pump for flow control 20-7(1/3) 4.OE-3 2.0E-3

(recovery) General review by operator and other crew members high 5.OE-1

Omit restarting pump to restore level 20-7 (1/3) 4.OE-3 2.OE-3

(recovery) General review by operator and other crew members high 5.0E-1

Misread reactor vessel level, delaying pump operation 20-11(1) 2.OE-3 1.OE-3

(recovery) General review by operator and other crew members high 5.OE-1

Total Probability of Execution Failure pe = 5.5E-3

Summary of Results

Failure in Detection and Diagnosis Failure In Decision-Making Failure In Execution

pct: -3 %,

greater I+ pco-g: + pl:
pca-d: 3.o-3 I

=Total probability: r 1.,E-2 Error factor:
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A.4 HOOBOPHL

I Event Name I HOOBOPHL I Prepared bY M. Shehone 10-Jul-10
Reviewmd by B. Loaon 12-Jul-10

Event Information
Description
Failure to initiate HFCF following reactor water level reaching level 1.5 and HRCF (High Pressure Core Flooder) signal failing

Context and Description of Action

Following a plant transient, the automatic response of the HPCF should restore reactorwater level to its normal operating range if
reactorwater level reaches 1.5. However, should the automaticcontrols malfunction and the water level 1.5 be reached, the
operators must initiate HPCF manually if it does not initiate upon reachingwater level 1.5. HPCF pump speed and control valve
position may be controlled from the control room. Once reactor level 1.5 is reached and HPCF does not actuate automatically,
procedureswould direct the operator to initiate HPCF automatically [Assumption 1].

The time available for the operatoraction was determined using MAAP [Referenoe 1]. The water level would reach level 1.5
around 18 minutesfollowing the transient. The system window is defined as the time between the water level 1.5 being reach and
coredamage. Following reactorwater level 1.5 being reached, theoperatorhas42 minutes to initiate HPCF to avoid core
damage.

Time Line

Item Time Description
1 0 min Transient

2 18 rrn water level 1.5 reached; HPCF fails to actuate automatically

3 60 min Core damage if operators do not manually actuate HPCF

Summary of Essential Assumptions

1. Procedures and training should cover this situation and lead operator to initiate HPCF

References

Procedures Number Revision

Other References
Calculation RSC-CALMAP-2010 -0703, Toshiba ABWR MAAP - Loss of All Core Cooling, Vessel Failure at HIgh Pressure

1. and No Firewater Sprays Activated (LCHP-PF), July 2010.
Eddy, C., South Texas Project Units 3 and 4 Establishment of Model to Evaluate Rant-Specific Changes, Revision 2, RSC

2. Engineers, Inc., RSC 08-06 April 2010.
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Event Name HOOBOPIIL
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Training and Practce

This action should be readily diagnosed and the action itself will be straightforward. The * Familiar action from training & simulation
action should be familiar from training and simulator exercises. 0 Well-trained action, but less familiar

0 Minimal training and practice; not familiar

Stress and Workload

The action occurs 18 minutes following the transient. The unexpected failure of HPCF to actuate might increase 0 Optimal
operator stress, the stress will be elevated, and is judged to be high. * High

0 Extrem

F.0 I

Assessment of Detection and Diagnosis
inme Reliability Cowrialon (pcf)

HPCF will not occur until warter level 1.5 is reached, and this does not happen until 18 minutes after the transient. Upon failure of automatic HPCF
actuation, the operators will have 42 minutes (60-18=42) to manually actuate HPCF to avoid core damage. Recognizing the HPCF start failure and
pushing a button to start HPCF manually should take no more than 1 minute.

System time window: 42 min Relevant TRI

Manipulation time: 1.0 min

Net time available: 41.0 min Adjusted TRC probability:.

cl LowerI PTRC ZI-

pct " PTRC x Fo =1 4.1E-5 1

Availability and Accuracy of Indications (pca)

The key indications are the alarms and indications for HPCF failure and falling RPV level. Because water level control is the operators' chief
prority following a transient, they should be focused on the indications and alarms. There are adequate indications that their unavailability can be
neglected. There are no known inaccuracies in the indications.

Unavailability of essential indications (enter value or "negiigible"): pcal e

Are control room indications known to be inaccurate? oYes ®No

If so, are there warnings or alternatives in procedure? 0 Yes 0 No ®)N/A

Is there training on the indications? 0 Yes 0 No ® N/A

Probability of failure due to unavailable or inaccurate indications: pca 1 PO

•c"2 " InegligibleI

-No. pca4- n

-1110. p-3

1 + (pca2 x pca3 x pca4)xFt- negligible I

Attention to Essential Parameters (pcb)

This action would result directly from monitoring HPCF failure and falling RPV level, Because reactor vessel water level control is the top post-
transient prority for operators their attention should be focused on the necessary indicators. Because of this focus, this is modeled as a checking
function, rather than monitoring over time.

Is one-time check or monitoring over time required? chaeck 0 -. j.~ pcbl - ngiil

Is parameter displayed on front panel in control room? ® e 0~ No . pcb2 - neglýigible

Is essential parameter alarmed? Ye 0 o7NA pcb3 - noap

Probability of failure due to lack of attention to indications: pcb = (pcbl + pcb2) x pcb3 x F = negligible
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Event Name HOOBOPHL

Assessmen etection and Diagnosis (continued)

Reading and Communicating Data (pcc)

There would be several alarms and other indicators involving HPCF failure and falling RPV level that would alert the operators to the need to initiate
HPCF. Because controlling reactor vessel water level is the operators' top post-transient priority, their attention would be focused on the necessary
alarms. The indicators are easy to locate, and there should be no difficulty in assessing relevant parameters. The control room staff would use formal
communications in this circumstance.

Are Indicators easy to locate? Yes O No j -Peel z eliil

Is It easy to determine parameter value? Yes 0N oI _p pcc2 = Fnegigible,

Does control room staff use formal communication? Yesi 0No j -o pcc3 = F neglgibl-e1

Probability of failure due to misreading or mlscommunlcatlng data: pcc = (pccl + pcc2 + pcc3) x Fft = negligible

Consistency Among Cues and Procedures (pcd)

There should be no apparent inconsistencies between the anticipated cues and the procedural instructions.

Are cues as stated In procedures? * Yes 0 No -. 0. pcdl - Fnegligible

If not, do procedures warn of differences? 0 Yes 0 No 0 N/A -00 pcd2 =

Are differences specifically covered In training? 0 Yes 0 No 0 N/A - pcd3 =

Does training generally cover differences? 0 Yes 0 No 0 N/A] -0 pcd4 = not app

Probability of failure due to misleading Information: pcd = (pcdl x pcd2 x pcd3 x pcd4) x F., = negligible

Assessment of Decision-Making

Addressing Essential Step in Procedure (pce)

The most direct response would be to reactor vessel water level not returning to normal levels and the failure of HPCF to actuate upon reactor water
level 1.5 being reached. Manual backup by the operator is a highly drilled and almost automatic action. The required steps are obvious, and the
situation would not require transitions among procedures that would constitute use of multiple procedures. There should be provisions for initialing and
verifying the relevant step, and it should be graphically distinct.

Is procedural step obvious or hidden? ® Obvious 0 Hidden pcel = negligible 1

Are single or multiple procedures In use? Single 0 N/A .P• pce2 = negligible

Are there placekeeping aids? * Yes 0 No 0 N/A i- pce3 =F-5.003

Is step graphically distinct? * Yes 0 No ) N/A ! pce4 = F-0.3 j

Probability of failure due to skipping step In procedure: pce = [pcel + (pce2 + pce3) x pce4] x F =l
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S Evement Namoe HOOBOPHnLtin= I

Assessment of Decision-making (continued)
nterpretation of Instruction (pcf)

The procedure steps should be standard and straightforward.

Does the step use standard, unambiguous wording? ® Yes 0 No -1- Pcfl negligible

Does the step Include all required Information? ®Yes 0 No _ .01 pcf2 = Fnegligible

Is there training on Interpreting the step? 0 Yes ONO ® N/ -00 pcf3 ' o p

Probability of failure due to misinterpreting procedure step: pcf = (pcfl + pcf2) x pcf3) x Fft = negligible

Interpretation of Decision Logic (pcg)

There should be no "not", "and", or "or" statements in the path.

Does the step Include a "not" statement? 0 Yes ® No -10 pcgl =I negligible

Does procedure stop Inciude "and" or "or"statement? 0 Yes ® No -1111- pcg2= negligibleD

Does step Include both "and" and "or" statement? 0 Yes 0 No N/A -"1 pcg3 =

Has crew practiced executing this decision step? 0 Yes 0 No @® N/A ] -0o pcg4 =

Probability of failure due to misinterpreting decision logic: pcg = (pcgl+pcg2+pcg3) x pcg4 x F., negligible

Recovery of Failures in Detection, Diagnosis and Decision-Making

Potential Recovery Roles for Cognitive Failures

The alarms indicating conditions associated with lowering reactor water level and of the failures of HPCF to initiate upon water level 1.5 being
reached are persistent cues of the need to take this action for the Shift Supervisor and other crew members. There should be ample time for the STA
to reach the control room and provide support to the crew.

El Self-review R] Review by other crew members [] Input from STA

Contrlbution to pc

pct Time-reliability correlation (crew)

Uncrecov. Composite Non-recov.
Probability Dep. Level Probability

I 4.1 E-I (not app)

Recovered
Probability

pcal Information unavailable (no recovery)

pca2-4 Information inaccurate

pcb Lack of attention

pcc Misreading or miscommunicating data

pcd Misleading information

pca-d Total Detection & Diagnosis (cause-based)

pce Procedure step skipped

pcf Misinterpreting instruction

pcg Misinterpreting decision logic

pce-g Total Decision-Making

negligible (not app) negligible

negligible not app not app negligible

negligible not app not app negligible

negilgible not app not app negligible

negligible not app not app negligible

_________ ________ _________ jnegligibleI
1.8E-3 low 5.2E-2 9,3E-5

negligible not app not app negligible

negligible not app not app negligible
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IsEvent Naml HOOBOPHL

Assessment or Execution

A list of exact procedures is not yet written, but similar steps to other plants EOPs can be assumed. The operator could fail to manually start the
HPCF system that failed. The operator could choose the wrong pushbutton for HPCF. There is limited opportunity for recovery; it is assessed
that all of these errors may be recognized by other crew members or the operator.

Basic Recovered
Step Execution Failure Source Probability Probability

Fails to manually start HPCF system 20-7(1/3) 4.0E-3 5.9E-4

(recovery) General review by operator and other crew members moderate 1.5E-1

Select the incorrect control (other than intended HPCF control valve) 20-12(3) 2,0E-3 2.9E-4

(recovery) General review by operator and other crew members moderate 1.4E-1

Total Probability of Execution Failure pe : 8.7E-4

Summary of Results
Failure in Detection and Diagnosis Failure in Decision-Making Failure in Execution

pct:I 4.1E-

greater + pce-g: + p .:
pca-d: *pii1girie

= Total probability: Error factor:
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